Complexity IX. Closure over the organization of a scientific truth.
The specificity of human knowledge allow one to construct specific truths about human behavior. A structural notation and language for describing a complex hierarchically organized biological system was developed for the explicit purpose of analyzing the origins of health and disease. A specific application of these concepts to a specific patient (such as an individual suffering from the heritable disease, sickle cell anemia) requires a systematic formulation of a scientific truth. No universal law is applicable. The value of a clinical truth for the patient, as well as for the physician and society, is substantial. This value has moral, ethical, and legal weight. Both physics and chemistry use a universal external invariant reference system. Human beings and other living organisms function by an internal reference system that is neither invariant nor universal. In order to address the complexity of scientific truths within living systems, a mathematical graph is constructed from observations, descriptions, and symbolizations of the relevant human scientific activities and is placed in mutual coreference with three philosophical theories of truth. Consistency within the referencing relations of the graphic object creates an image of complex truths. When mapped over degrees of internal organization, the structural consistencies can form hierarchically transitive relations (many-to-one) creating redundancies that confirm one-another. Both structural and dynamic information can be composed within the graphic framework. The redundancies intrinsic to the degrees of organization notation, semantics, and syntax augment one another in the search for scientific truth. The degree of certitude emerging from structural implications increases in relation to the number of hierarchical degrees of organization invoked to represent the various behaviors of complex systems (as illustrated by the sickle cell anemia example). The successful synthesis of the complex image (or complex simple) of a scientific truth approaches the Heideggerian notion of identity in the sense that A = A and A is A.